
 

 

 
Please reference the following information as our required submission of the second quarterly 
report for 2020. We had a very successful quarter as described below. Through engagement 
with our cluster members, we were able to assist with the complex challenges create through 
the COVID-19 pandemic, aid in the creation of new jobs, facilitate the partnership of multiple 
cluster members, and other accomplishments aligned with the SBA RIC objectives. Even with 
the challenges of COVID-19, as discussed below, our team was able to adapt and move on 
initiatives essential for the survival of our cluster members. As you review the included 
information, please reach out with any questions or requests for additional clarification. 
 

COVID-19 
 
As we worked through the second quarter, the COVID-19 pandemic rapidly changed the small 
business environment. The pandemic created an unanticipated need to support our small 
business community in different ways than initially planned. As you review this report, you will 
see that, under the approval of your office, we continued execution of a program to educate 
our cluster members on the various programs available to them in these difficult times and help 
them gain access to recovery funds and resources.   
 
The UAMMI team played a significant role in 
the overarching strategy at the state level. 
We were invited to participate in multiple 
forums, educational events, and outreach 
efforts to support our small business 
community. Throughout the second quarter, 
our team stayed actively involved in efforts 
across the state designed to assist our small 
business community navigate the challenges 
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.  
 

• UAMMI represented advanced 
materials manufacturing small 
businesses in Utah on the Utah 
Emergency Response Task Forces and 
additional leadership organizations 
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o Governor’s Office of Economic Development Task Force: State and Local 
Resources Sub-Committee (Covid-19) 
 Semi-weekly meeting 

o Governor’s town hall meetings 
o Economic Response Task Force- Industry Resource and Response Committee  

 70+ Utah organizations, led by the Salt Lake City Chamber of Commerce 
 Meets daily 

o American Manufacturing Communities Collaborative 
 Semi-weekly calls, which includes 24 manufacturing communities, plus 

DOD, EDA, SBA to share ideas and information on responding to COVID-
19 

o Senator Lee Briefing on CARE Legislation  
 One of 20 organizations invited to briefings by Senator’s staff 

o Conducted one-to-one outreach to our cluster members beginning April 1  

Our team worked an extensive outreach effort throughout this quarter with the objective of 
educating and support our cluster members. These efforts included a combination of webinars, 
direct communication with cluster members, and one-on-one assistance and mentoring. We 
are happy to report that the feedback from our cluster was overwhelmingly positive and proved 
very useful to help our small business members during this challenging time.  

• UAMMI Webinars designed to educate and provide assistance to our cluster with 
targeted outreach initiatives 

o April 1 How to Use CONNEX for COVID-19 Response 
 UAMMI presentation on tools 

for COVID-19 response 
o April 16 AMCC Webinar - Pandemic 

Pivot by US Manufacturing 
Community 
 UAMMI presented Utah’s 

response to a national 
audience 

o May 14 Forecasting PPE 
Requirements 
 Joint webinar with the 

American Manufacturing 
Community Collaboration 

o June 5 COVID-19 Safe Work 
Environment Webinar 



 

 

 How-to Webinar for manufacturers jointly developed with the Utah 
Industrial Resource Alliance 

 
In addition to our UAMMI direct webinars, our team participated in the creation and 
delivery of multiple additional webinars in our community. While teaming with entities 
like iMpact Utah, the Utah MEP Center, Worth Trade Center, and our local universities, 
UAMMI’s efforts extended throughout the community.  
 
For example, UAMMI aided in the creation of three webinars for online training related 
to returning to work following COVID-19 closures. These webinars will take place during 
the 3rd quarter, but our efforts aiding in the creation of these educational resources was 
during the current reporting period.  
 

• Direct communications with SBA RIC Cluster Members providing vital information and 
access to key resources.  

o 4/22 Creating a Safe and Healthy 
Workplace 

o 4/27 List Your Company on National 
Marketplace 

o 4/29 Two Way to Supply or Get PPE 
o 5/4 Help with Government 

Contracting 
o 5/4 New Utah PPE Program for 

Small Businesses 
o 5/6 Commercial Rent Assistance 

Program 
o 5/11 UAMMI COVID19 Outreach 

Report 
o 5/14 Up to $10,000 Commercial 

Rental Assistance 
o 5/15 PPP Funds Still Available 
o 5/15 Government Funding Sources 

for Small Business 
o 5/18 Printable Wear Masks Signs 
o 5/22 PPP Updates 
o 5/26 Learn How to Raise Capital 
o 5/28 Utah Leads Together 3.0 For Manufacturers 
o 6/10 Programs to Hire Veterans 
o 6/10 Help Getting Manufacturers Back to Work 
o 6/23 Utah State Legislature: Highlights from Special Session 



 

 

o 6/24 Special Webinar: How to Raise Money: Valuations from an Angel & VC 
Perspective 

o 6/30 Last Day for Free National Marketplace Listing 

Beginning on April 1, our team worked an effort of one-on-one outreach to our cluster 
members. Throughout the quarter, we were able to engage a significant percentage of our 
cluster, help educate them on resources, and gather vital information for our state’s leaders 
and our local business community.  
 

• Direct calls and mentoring efforts to assist cluster members with operations and access 
to recovery funding. 

• Initiated survey efforts vital for industry response and education. The results of the 
survey are include as appendix a.  

o Based on the results from UAMMI’s outreach to 147 Utah advance materials 
manufacturing companies, UAMMI found seven common themes: 

1. Government contracts protected defense contractors; production is stable and 
sometimes increasing. All had to make workplace adjustments 

2. Aerospace suppliers are continuing production, with an uncertain future 
3. Recreational manufacturers had to pivot 
4. Companies making PPEs cannot keep up with demand 
5. Accounts receivables have slowed and are impacting cash flow 
6. Projects are delayed 
7. Supplies, except for PPEs, are typically not a problem, but there are delivery 

delays 
 

The respondents were evenly split 
between not facing reductions in customer 
demand (47%) and facing reduced 
customer demand (44%), with 10% 
providing comments. Almost 7% are 
seeing increases in customer demand. 

  
More than half of the respondents have 
not adjusted production in response to 
changes in demand. However, the 
companies facing reduced customer 
demand are reducing production, laying 
off workers, and even shutting down. 
Customer payments have slowed and are 
affecting cash flow for many companies. 

  
Almost two-thirds of the companies are 
not facing reductions in supplies. Almost 
universally, the respondents are finding 



 

 

reductions in cleaning supplies. Many are facing delays in deliveries and other uncertainties in 
the supply chain. 
 
Through our work with our cluster members, multiple small businesses were able to 
access funds vital to their ability to stay in business. Our team facilitated access to SBA 
funding that many of our cluster members would otherwise not be aware of. Not only 
were our effort to inform our cluster very effective, but multiple cluster members also 
required assistance with identifying approved lenders for the SBA funds, understanding 
what were included as qualifying expenses, filling out required application documents, 
and so on. While not all of our cluster members are willing to report the loan amounts 
received from the SBA under this program, we are very happy to report that multiple 
cluster members accessed this funding where they likely would not have if not for the 
SBA RIC program and our COVID-19 outreach efforts.  

 
Our team received a large amount of positive feedback on the information we included on our 
website. Not only did our team maintain current information on resources available, we also 
kept current links to various programs, increased availability of our internal tool CONNEX, 
continued ongoing communication with our cluster members electronically, and housed a 
central location for links to multiple state and federal resources useful for local small 
businesses. 
 

UAMMI COVID-19 Info Page 
https://www.uammi.org/covid19 
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State and Federal Resource links 
https://www.uammi.org/covid19  
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Our team also work closely with our cluster members to assist as they pivoted in response to 
the need for personal protective equipment (PPE). Consider the following examples illustrating 
some of the efforts within our cluster: 
 

• DPS Skis, Goal Zero, Petzl and Eastman Machine Company joined forces to manufacture 
medical-grade reusable polycarbonate face shields for the Utah Department of Health. 
The combined efforts and resources of the four highly respected brands resulted in the 
expeditious manufacturing of key PPE for the medical community in response to the 
COVID-19 crisis. Production of the face shields commenced at DPS Skis’ Salt Lake City 
factory, with the first shipment of shields 
already delivered to Utah’s medical 
community. The four brands came 
together in a unique way to make this 
possible, with tooling donated by 
Eastman, raw materials purchased by 
Goal Zero and by utilizing retrofitted Petzl 
headlamp headbands. 

 
“Our entire team is proud to be 
contributing to the nationwide effort of 
PPE production and are humbled by the enthusiastic support of key partners – Goal 
Zero, Petzl, and Eastman Machine Company – that are helping make this possible. With 

a 15-year history of rapid prototype-to-
production manufacturing, we are in a 
unique situation to convert a major 
portion of our operations to produce 
protective medical face shields,” said Alex 
Adema, DPS President and CEO. “We are 
inspired by the healthcare workers who 
dedicate their lives to helping others. Their 
selfless sacrifices deserve recognition as 
they continue to mitigate the risk of 
COVID-19’s spread. We are humbled to 
have found ourselves in a position to 



 

 

mobilize this project with the passionate, soulful team at DPS and our amazing 
partners.” 
 

• Industrial Supply’s major product line is PPEs. With long standing relationship with 
suppliers, such as 3M, they are able to quickly respond to the need for PPEs. The 100-
year-old company, with six locations in Utah, Nevada, and Wyoming, partnered with 
customers to get through these difficult times with education on new technologies.  

 
• KILOMAC produced 3,000 nasal swabs and with new 3-D printers, they should be able to 

produce approximately 8000 nasal swabs per week. The swabs are packaged in 
autoclave sterilization bags (swabs need to be sterilized by end user), 25/bag. In 
addition, KILOMAC is exploring manufacturing the MIT respirators. 

 
As we move into the third quarter, UAMMI is prepared and well positioned to assist our cluster 
members on multiple fronts. We will continue our outreach efforts and continue our extensive 
community engagement. Partnering with our local government leadership, UAMMI will do 
everything we can to help our cluster members mitigate the ongoing challenges caused by the 
COVID-19 crisis.  
 

Activities, & Events 
 
While working the execution of the contract, our team continued strategic program actions to 
continue our path forward. As outlined above, out team pivoted our event deliver method and 
hosted webinars to continue engaging our cluster members. For example, we had a UAMMI 
webinar for the National AMCC with over 100 participants across the nation on the topic of new 
markets related to COVID 19. 

While we were forced to delay planned in-person events in response to the COVID-19 
pandemic, work on these events remains usable for the future dates. Examples of our work in 
this area include the following: 

• Worked with Composites World for upcoming November event.  
• Coordinated with partners regional and national partners in plans for participating in 

two major events that were rescheduled 
o Innovative Materials Meeting Oct 20-21 
o Utah Advanced Manufacturing Week in November including CrossTalk and the 

Advanced Materials Expo, and Carbon Fiber 2020 Nov 16-19 



 

 

As illustrated in our first quarterly report from 2019, the UAMMI Crosstalk event is one of the 
largest events our team works. During the second quarter, our team continued promotion for 
the 2020 spring Crosstalk event. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic discussed above, this event 

was postponed to the fall of 2020. Even with the postponement of events like Crosstalk, our 
preparation work remains highly valuable and applicable to the planned recovery event dates.  
 
  

Program Strategic Tools and Efforts 
 
Our team was also able to utilize valuable tools under the SBA RIC as setup and designed during 
the first quarter of 2019. Information on those tools and applicable events tied to those tools 
are listed below. 



 

 

RAMP 
RAMP is a product/startup accelerator fully dedicated to 
innovators utilizing carbon fiber, advanced composites or 
3D printing as key components in their product 
innovations. It is open to innovators at different growth 
stages and across a wide range of market sectors such as 
outdoor sports and recreation, medical devices, building 
construction, aerospace, commercial drones and more.  
 
 
RAMP 2020 Fall Cohort Preparation Activities 

• Revising the general format of RAMP Fall Cohort to better meet the current constraints 
imposed by COVID 19 including face-to-face meetings, and in person expert mentoring.  

• Revising all RAMP marketing and outreach materials including web site updates for the 
Fall 2020 cohort for the program  

• Implemented a soft launch of the application period for RAMP 2020  
 
Continued RAMP On Line Mentoring  

• Continued the RAMP On-Line Mentoring service 
• Utilized the RAMP Advisory Team to provide industry and business mentoring to RAMP 

On Line participants 
• Provided mentoring services to two businesses in RAMP On Line Mentoring  

 
Capital Funding assistance for RAMP members 
 

• Directly assisted one business to update and secure its loan arrangements with the 
Davis Economic Development Loan fund. Helped justify the continuation of the loan in 
spite of the downturn in the businesses revenue forecast which affected loan 
repayment schedule.  

 
 
 



 

 

CONNEX  
Designed and constructed over the last year, this custom database tracks the complex Utah 
composites supply chain and identifies specific gaps and areas of opportunity for new business 
and new business services within the cluster. This tool serves as a virtual collaboration center 
where business needs are matched with new Utah business partners, regardless of geographic 
location. In a world of diverse and geographically dispersed supply chains, a virtual tool allowing 
collaboration is critical. The value of this tool is even more significant considering the rural 
focus of the regional innovative cluster.  
 
CONNEX Member Outreach 
This quarter was very successful. During the second quarter 
UAMMI added nearly 50 new users to the CONNEX platform. 
This group encompassed both new businesses and new users 
for existing members. This high request for access was in 
direct result to the CONNEX tools and their usability to assist 
companies with supply chain issues during the COVID-19 
pandemic.  
  
CONNEX Member Benefits 
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, UAMMI continued to 
gather and/or developed relevant and helpful resources 
customized for Utah’s advanced materials and 
manufacturing small business community. UAMMI’s COVID-
19 Response Services support Utah’s advanced materials and 
manufacturing companies during this unprecedented time. 
The goal is to ease the burden of sifting through an 
overwhelming amount of information so CONNEX members can easily find, understand and use 
meaningful resources most related to the advanced manufacturing and materials industry. As a 
benefit during these difficult times, we extended our offer to our cluster member’s access to 
the national market place. This is a premium feature in CONNEX that gives members direct 
access to markets all over the United States.  
 



 

 

CONNEX Upgrades 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The UAMMI team is very excited by the continued customer demand for the CONNEX tool.  The 
team will continue to interact with CONNEX members to ensure the tool meets the need of this 
ever-growing Utah-centric ecosystem. Small businesses will be able to leverage CONNEX to help 
them overcome any obstacles that typically do not hinder large businesses. 

Outreach and Marketing 
 
In order to increase the visibility of UAMMI to the SBA RIC target audience, UAMMI executed 
outreach and marketing efforts on multiple fronts. These efforts included activities such as 
outreach on our COVID-19 recovery efforts, event planning, industry insight, distribution of 
newsletters, and email engagement.  
 
Newsletter  
Newsletter was distributed to aproximatley 2,300 people regarding a statewide survey of the 
advanced manufacturing and how they are impacted by COVID 19. This newsletter provided 
cluster memebers with valuable information on the COVID pandemic and also started oureach 
efforts for the COVID survey described previously and included at the end of this document.  
 
 
 



 

 

Email Circulation  
• Issued numerous emails from the UAMMI Executive Director providing regular updates 

regarding the industry, access to the national manufacturing database, business 
opportunities and COVID 19 related issues. Circulation to 100 business executives for 
each email sent.  

• Issued numerous press releases specific to: UIRA Alliance, COVID 19 economic affects 
for Utah’s Advanced Materials and Manufacturing Industry, and ElectraFly partnership 
with UAMMI. These news releases are vital to maintain broad communication with our 
cluster members.  
 

Website  
Managed and updated the UAMMI website with 
relevant industry information, key events and new 
business opportunities. As the UAMMI website is a 
key connection point across industry, its 
maintenance and update is critical to outreach and 
marketing efforts.  As such, our team ensures 
content is current and valuable and all functions 
work as intended.  
 

• Promoted the UAMMI sponsored survey of 
businesses on how they are being impacted by COVID 19.  

• Website activity averaged visitation of 1,500 per month Updated and maintained page 
web page providing essential information on COVID-19 business support resources from 
federal and state government and related events and webinars.  

• Posted new page and press on the UIRA web site.  
• Posted survey results of COVID 19 impacts on Utah businesses. 

 
As noted in our first quarter’s report, our team designed and developed a specific UAMMI web 
page providing essential information on COVID-19 business support resources from federal and 
state government. Throughout the second quarter, our team continued to improve this area of 
our website. This area is highly valuable for cluster members searching for information and 
resources on recovery from impacts caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.  
 

Cluster Training, Engagement, and Assistance  
 
Our team worked very closely with multiple individuals and organizations in order to target our 
support to their specific needs. The ongoing training and engagement provided by the UAMMI 
RIC team continues to help foster growth and innovation in our cluster. Please note the 
following summary of metrics identified in our statement of work as reportable.  



 

 

 

Table 1 
 
UAMMI SBA RIC Q1 2020 Key Metrics 

Growth in number of small businesses participating in cluster partnerships 10 
Growth in number of small businesses participating in cluster and support 
industries 3 

Growth in number of small business starts in the cluster area 1 
Growth in total capital flowing to small business participants in the cluster 
(grants, contracts, loans and investments from public and private sources) $37,000,000.00 

Growth in job creation of small businesses 365 

Growth in new products, services, or business lines 7 
 Number of small businesses receiving counseling, training, mentoring, or 
other technical assistance 87 
Growth in creation of new business, employment or new business 
opportunities in emerging markets 1 
Number of small businesses participating in other activities and services 
provided by the cluster, including showcasing events, networking events, 
matchmaking opportunities, and other convening activities 0 
Number of patents obtained and /or applied for by small business participants 
in the cluster, as well as number of new technologies licensed 6 
 

While the following are only a sample of the detailed activities and efforts executed by the 
UAMMI team, we believe that illustrating a few items of interest is valuable to the SBA team. In 
the event that you identify any questions or would like additional information on the following 
activities, we are ready and willing. 

1. We met with CAJ and Associates, a new company to UAMMI that represents 3 other 
companies. Those companies are Team, Inc., a weaver of 2-D and 3-D carbon fiber 
cloths; Cornerstone composites, a molder of phenolic parts that are used for missiles 
and other thermal-resistant applications; and ACP Composites, a manufacturer of large, 
flat composite panels. CAJ and Associates needed to become part of Connex so that 
Utah companies could find the products. We brought them into the tool and provided 
training information on its use. CAJ is looking for additional companies to represent and 
I was able to suggest a contact with Connora Resins, a manufacturer of a recyclable 
epoxy resin. 
 



 

 

2. At the CAMX composites show in September 2019, UAMMI had a booth featuring Utah 
composites capabilities where we met with Brad Grainger (CEO) and Howard Elliott 
(Director of Sales) for RS Technologies, Inc. This Canadian company was inquiring about 
establishing a plant to manufacture fiberglass composite poles in Utah. We explained 
the strong composites capabilities in Utah and met with them again over the week of 
the conference and have had calls with them since then. We discussed their new 
technology (which they demonstrated with models) and the patent that covered the 
technology. They commented that the poles would be shipped to California, but the 
company did not want to locate in California. We commented that Utah was close to the 
major market areas in California but had a much better business and living 
environments. We also referred them to the Economic Development Corporation of 
Utah who specialize in helping companies relocate to Utah. (The former UAMMI 
Director, Jeff Edwards, was previously head of the Economic Development Corporation 
of Utah so our relationships with them are very good.) RS Technologies has announced 
(April 2020) that they made an agreement with Washington County, Utah to occupy a 
plant in St. George, Utah (the county seat) at an industrial park.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The following is the news release: 
RS Technologies to Bring Approximately 350 Full-Time Jobs to Southern Utah 
 

Washington County, UTAH (April 9, 2020) — St. George Area Economic 
Development and RS Technologies Inc. (RS) announced today that it would 
locate a new manufacturing and distribution facility in St. George, Utah. 

RS designs and manufactures the world’s highest-performing composite 
utility poles that are safer, more reliable and longer lasting than wood, 
steel, and concrete poles. The company plans to invest approximately $35 
million into its U.S. manufacturing expansion project, which involves an 
existing 240,000 square foot facility located in the Ft. Pierce Industrial Park. 



 

 

At that site, RS plans to increase production capacity for its poles to meet 
growing global demand. 

“We welcome RS’s expansion to Ft. Pierce as it joins numerous leaders in 
manufacturing and distribution that call St. George home,” said St. George 
City Mayor Jon Pike. “The hundreds of well-paying jobs this expansion will 
create benefits our local economy in many ways.” 

St. George City has approved a local incentive of up to $50,000 per year 
post-performance property tax refund for 2021 and 2022. 

“Utah is a national leader in the composites industry. We have the talent 
and we have innovative manufacturers in aerospace, outdoor products, 
and infrastructure,” said Theresa 
Foxley, president, and CEO of the 
Economic Development 
Corporation of Utah. “The 
expansion of RS Technologies in St. 
George is evidence that the 
composites industry represents a 
statewide strength.” 

“With company values like, Caring, 
Integrity, Quality, Teamwork, 
Respect and Growth, RS is a 
welcome addition to a community 
that shares the same principles 
and innovative spirit,” said Rusty 
Hughes, Interim Director of St. 
George Area Economic 
Development. “Their arrival also 
exemplifies the effectiveness of 
local and state economic 
development coordination.” 

3. Spencer Madsen, a young entrepreneur, has started a company called AccuBreath that 
makes a unique design for a ventilator. Instead of the large (breadbox-size) units that 
are typically made, the AccuBreath unit is about the size of an old cell phone (4 inches 
by 10 inches by 3 inches), is battery powered and, therefore, is highly portable. The 
design also eliminates the need for inserting a tube in the throat. Moreover, the unit will 
sell for under $5000 versus the typical $15,000 for standard ventilators. UAMMI is 
assisting in the choice of case material, helping design the manufacturing process, and is 
exploring making the case using UAMMI’s additive manufacturing capability. 
 

4. IsoTruss is a small business in Utah that UAMMI has helped previously on several 
occasions, mostly from a technical perspective. IsoTruss makes ultralight towers, used 



 

 

mostly for cell phone stations, using carbon fiber prepreg in an open, filament wound 
structure. Recently an engineer from IsoTruss again sought help in identifying a resin 
that would ensure good weathering, especially to prevent UV light degradation. We 
were able to identify two UV degradation experts and refer them to IsoTruss. The 
engineer also wanted information about the ability to manufacturing towers using very 
high modulus pitch-based carbon fiber. We were also able to assist in identifying experts 
in this area who were referred to IsoTruss. Still another technical assist was given by 
referring IsoTruss to a small, rural Utah company (Abe Allen Manufacturing) that has 
expertise in making unusual shapes using the filament winding manufacturing 
technique. Because of the need for more production, we also assisted IsoTruss in using 
Connex, the UAMMI-developed supply chain tool, to find low cost filament winding 
machines that might be readily available within the Utah cluster. Still another request 
came from an IsoTruss engineer who wanted ideas on developing non-destructive 
testing for the IsoTruss structures. We were able to suggest two NDI techniques that 
have been used on other long, narrow products (ladders) that seemed to fit well with 
the IsoTruss capabilities and likely part failure modes. 
 
While in the midst of these discussions, UAMMI also was conducting the survey of 
cluster members about Covid-19 and spoke with the CEO of IsoTruss. During this 
discussion, the CEO indicated that the company has just received $2,000,000 as capital 
infusion for developing a joint venture with a very large Japanese firm that has a division 
that sells poles. This Japanese partner wants to manufacture in Asia under the joint 
venture. While this cash infusion is valuable for the US Company, additional money is 
also needed because of a large contract with a US-based tower company. Therefore, the 
IsoTruss CEO requested assistance from UAMMI to secure a loan or grant for this 
additional money to increase US production capability. UAMMI provided introductions 
for IsoTruss to LSI, a UAMMI member who examines grant notifications under the PTAC 
program, information on the SBA 7A funding program, and to the investment-banking 
firm, NEXA Capital to explore private investment. Additionally, UAMMI introduced the 
University of Utah’s lead for the Platform for Advanced Wireless Research at the 
University of Utah funded by NSF https://advancedwireless.org. 
 

5. To keep occupied during the Covid-19 breakout, Solid Carbon Products is making hand 
sanitizer and bottling it for use in cars as a quick preventative against taking the virus 
home. They delivered two bottles to my home (I have two cars) along with a nice note 
indicating that my efforts to help them with technology and raising equity are 
appreciated. UAMMI’s assistance here was to help keep some of the employees in place 
by identifying an investor group and helping the investors understand the technical 
issues in the process. 
 

 

https://advancedwireless.org/


 

 

 
 

6. Discussed growth and expansion of business with Aaron Gilbert, President and CEO of 
ATEK Defense Systems. The company is doing well and has recently had a major infusion 
of capital from a private investor (The amount cannot be disclosed). This cash allowed 
the company to begin the process of automation and to explore expansion into foreign 
markets, especially the Middle East. I was able to recommend several contacts in the 
Middle East and to give some advice on locating a manufacturing facility in Dubai.  
 



 

 

7. ATEK has evaluated their manufacturing location and has leased a new facility in Spanish 
Fork, UT that is 4 times larger than their previous facility. They have also hired 10 new 
employees. With this expansion of space and people, they are expanding their product 
lines.  
 

8. ATCS, a company discussed in previous quarterly reports, initiated full production of 
their bulletproof shield. Previously this company took prototypes to the SHOT show and 
was delighted with an enthusiastic reception from many interested police agencies. 
Now the company has begun regular production using advice on manufacturing 
technical issues discussed with UAMMI. Below are some photos of the first production 
item. The photos show the product as it is made and used and in the folded 
configuration as it would be stored in the police car before deployment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9. During the call with Abe Allen Manufacturing for Covid-19 assistance, it became obvious 
that Abe was not using CONNEX, the UAMMI supply chain tool, to advertise his 
company’s capabilities. As we discussed those capabilities, I realized that Abe’s skills in 
filament winding could be valuable for IsoTruss, a company making composite towers 
using filament winding. IsoTruss’ product is a very complex winding and Abe is highly 
skilled in doing complex winding systems. I therefore gave Abe the contact information 
for IsoTruss. We also gave Abe contact information for ACT Aero, a company located not 
too far from Abe’s, which is doing filament winding and might be able to utilize Abe as a 
consultant and/or give him some overload work. 
 

10. In a discussion with Daryl Thompson, CEO of HyPerComp, we discussed the recent 
explosion that occurred in his plant when a pressure vessel ruptured during 



 

 

pressurization testing. One employee was killed, the side of the building (a steel 
structure) was blown out, and two filament winding machines were severely damaged. 
A funeral for the killed employee was held and workman’s compensation and insurance 
will support the family; plus, help by donations from SAMPE, the professional society for 
advanced materials, and from individuals in the advanced material community. The 
building damage was covered by insurance and repairs are underway. However, the loss 
of the filament winding machines is a major problem as that has severely limited 
production. In our discussion, UAMMI was able to identify three filament winding 
machines that are currently not being used (they are at technical colleges which are 
closed because of Covid-19). In addition, the rotomolding supplier from California is shut 
down and, therefore, the inner bottles are not available. UAMMI was able to identify 
other rotomolders (one in Louisiana and a small facility in California) that might be able 
to do the work. Finally, we discussed graphene testing being done by UAMMI that will, 
perhaps, reduce the permeability of the liners and, therefore, allow them to be thinner 
and weigh less. This would be a tremendous advantage in both weight savings and cost. 
 

11. In a discussion with Regional Supply owner, Dave Fisher, we were able to identify a 
potential supply to another UAMMI company, ATEK. Region sells plastic sheets and 
ATEK buys sheets that they then coat with a proprietary film to make the sheets 
bulletproof. By linking these two companies, we hope to add business in Utah but also 
improve the supply chain logistics. Because Regional Supply carries a wide range of 
plastic sheets, we were able to identify sheets that can be used for Covid-19 face 
shields. To make themselves more accessible, Regional Supply is populating their 
company database on Connex. 
 

12. Met with Drift Snowboards and discussed the effects of Covid-19. To my surprise, Drift’s 
business has increased because of the closing of the ski resorts. Evidently, the 
snowboarders are still anxious to enjoy the heavy snowpack but with the lifts closed, 
they need to have snowshoes so that they can climb up the slopes. Hence, Drift is seeing 
an unusual increase in business. This is especially welcome, as Drift would normally be 
reducing business at this time of year. A few weeks later, David Rupp, owner of Drift, 
asked for help in identifying injection-molding firms that could help with molding. Orbit 
Irrigation and Biometrics were both recommended and appointments for mutual 
discussions have been set. 
 

13. Conductive Composites has discovered a contaminant in one of their process tanks. This 
contaminant is a waxy material that washes away with water and has a strong ammonia 
smell. The company performed an FTIR and discovered that the material was aromatic 
hydrocarbon, but they could not imagine where this material was coming from. They 
called UAMMI and we discussed the situation and determined that the contaminant 
may have come from the thermal management liquid in the jacket that surrounds the 
vessel. Reading the ingredients of the Prestone anti-freeze used for thermal 
management, we identified the source of the waxy material. Then, because of the 



 

 

nature of the reaction in the vessel, we determined that the ammonia was created from 
the air and hydrogen reaction with nickel (reactant in the vessel) as a catalyst. They 
probably have a small leak in the wall of the reaction vessel and the anti-freeze is 
entering through the crack or pinhole.  
 

14. The patent attorney for Conductive Composites notified me that a new continuation 
patent was filed on 4/11/2020 and three patents will issue on 6/2/2020. These patents 
deal with conductive coatings. UAMMI has been advising on the technical details of the 
patents and the IP strategy as well as marketing of the products. 
 

15. As reported in Composites World Today, Analyswift, a West Jordan, Utah company has 
signed an agreement with Altair Engineering to enter the Altair Partner Alliance 
platform that offers on-demand access to a broad spectrum of software applications. As 
reported in Composites World, the Analyswift software is a general-purpose, cross-
sectional analysis tool for composite rotor blade modeling, wing section design, and 
simulation of other slender composite structures. Used in several industries, it is said to 
be able to accurately compute the complete section of beam sectional properties for 
slender structures and calculate sectional properties for composite structures like tubes, 
columns, shafts and bridges. The software is also able to calculate torsional stiffness, 
bending stiffness and all couplings. The software runs on a laptop and only takes a few 
seconds to make these calculations. 
 

16. UAMMI has developed a supply chain tool called Connex that is oriented toward 
aerospace and advanced materials. At the request of the small businesses and the 
educational entities (universities, tech colleges, community colleges), we built into 
Connex a function that allows companies with excess or about to be discarded materials 
to be donated to the small businesses and educational units within our cluster. This 
system has worked well and has significantly helped student labs and small business 
development. However, one of the tier-one companies, Northrop Grumman, wrote to 
UAMMI asking for help with getting permission from their supplier of carbon fiber 
prepreg, Hexcel, who was preventing the donation of excess prepreg because of security 
or proprietary issues. Because of UAMMI’s relationships with both Northrop Grumman 
and Hexcel, UAMMI was ideal for getting permissions for the donation. We worked with 
Hexcel and then asked Hexcel to work directly with Northrop Grumman to solve the 
problem. We have just received notification that the problem is solved, and the 
donations can continue. This will be helpful for education and small businesses. 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Summary 
 
The above information is not all inclusive of every meeting, counseling service, or activity 
executed by the UAMMI team, but this is a representative sample of the ongoing work during 
the second quarter of 2020. We are very pleased by the success of our engagement and 
execution activities, the excellent event preparation, growth and use of our strategic tools, and 
individual company assistance provided by the UAMMI team. We look forward to continuing 
these strides with a successful third quarter in 2020 as we continue to support the SBA in the 
Utah region through our SBA RIC Partnership. 
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About UAMMI and research report
The Utah Advanced Materials and Manufacturing Initiative (UAMMI), is a federally and state funded 
non-profit initiative bringing together public, private, community, industry and education partners to 
assure growth and sustainability of Utah’s advanced materials and manufacturing industry. 

UAMMI provides regular events, training, partnerships, newsletters, and online business tools to small 
businesses, start-ups, and entrepreneurs that are Utah advanced materials companies accelerating 
their revenue growth and improving productivity. 

UAMMI conducted this advanced materials manufacturer’s COVID-19 research under the Small Busi-
ness Administration (SBA) Regional Innovation Cluster (RIC) program.

UAMMI Researchers
Tulinda Larsen, D.M., Executive Director, UAMMI, led the outreach to UAMMI cluster members as part 
of UAMMI’s COVID-19 response program. Company interviews were conducted by Julie Fisher, Deputy 
Director, Brent Strong, Ph.D., Chief Technology Officer, Angela Trego Ph.D., P.E., Director of Science & 
Engineering, Jeff Edward, Senior Advisor and James Taylor, UAMMI SBA RIC Program Manager.

Disclaimer and Report Limitations
The information contained in this report is based on interviews conducted using a questionnaire with 
UAMMI Cluster Members, which are advanced materials manufacturing companies in Utah from April 
1 through April 30, 2020. The results are dependent on the timeframe and companies included in the 
outreach program. The same interview questionnaire used during a different timeframe and with dif-
ferent companies may produce different results.

For further information please contact:

Dr. Tulinda Larsen
Executive Director
UAMMI
tlarsen@UAMMI.org

www.uammi.org 

Copyright 2020
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What We Learned 
In April 2020, UAMMI reached out to Utah advanced materials manufacturers to offer guidance and to 
learn about the challenges being faced due to COVID-19. Based on the results from our outreach to 
147 Utah advance materials manufacturing companies, we found seven common themes:

1. Government contracts protected defense contractors; production is stable and sometimes in-
creasing. All had to make workplace adjustments
2. Aerospace suppliers are continuing production with an uncertain future 
3. Recreational manufacturers had to pivot
4. Companies making PPEs cannot keep up with demand 
5. Accounts receivables impacted cash flow
6. Projects are delayed
7. Supplies, except for PPEs, are typically not a problem, but there are delivery delays

These findings are captured in data contained in this report and quotes from the companies we con-
tacted.

Government contracts have protected defense contractors, production is stable and sometimes increas-
ing. All had to make workplace adjustments

 – Our business is classified as essential service by the Department of Defense. We can’t reduce 
production. But we can’t find cleaning supplies, making things difficult. – Defense Contractor

 – Because of COVID-19 we have not been able to access our customer’s site, which is required 
by the contract. – Design and Failure Analysis Company

 – Our commercial customers are off by 98%, but defense and military have had no changes so 
far. – Advance Materials Manufacturing Company

 – Because most of our staff is over age 50, management decided to close rather than risk in-
fections. – Aerospace Contractor 

 – Demand has not changed but getting paid has become more difficult. - Defense Contractor

 – We are hiring, but it is difficult without meeting the candidates. – Carbon Fiber Gun Manufac-
turer

 – Demand ok, restrictions, precautions, processes for safety is slowing ability to perform on 
milestone-based contracts, which cuts current revenue. We will complete the work and get 
the funds eventually, but the net effect is still the same as depressed sales during this period 
as we won’t get back the lost time and the revenues will be spread over more time.-  Energy 
Production Firm

 – Business has slowed, but with enough work from government contracts, we will not need any 
PPP funding to keep our workforce- Women Owned Small Business (WOSB)
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Aerospace suppliers are continuing production, with an uncertain future

 – Our Primary customer is Boeing but also doing work for Airbus, Embraer, Bombardier and 
others. Production is still continuing throughout the product line, but with some slowdowns 
of delivery. Not sure of future. – Aerospace Supplier

 – We are in the aircraft supply chain and new orders have been put on hold. – Aerospace Sup-
plier

Recreational manufacturers have had to pivot

 – We furloughed 60 of our 180 employees in manufacturing areas due to the drop in demand, 
plus because of reworking work cells in distancing and reducing the density of work teams. 
We are also disinfecting areas, using masks and staggered shifts. We have given guaranteed 
rehiring notices to all their furloughed workers and are paying 100% of their benefits during 
the furlough. Looks like we will begin to call people back in May. – Bike Manufacturing Com-
pany

 – Oil and gas related projects have almost stopped with the big drop in oil prices. Recreation 
orders still going but delayed to later in the year for water sports – Composites Manufacturer

 – Complete abrupt shutdown, not sure of future. – Sunglass Manufacturer

 – We are now making PPEs instead of skis.- Ski Manufacturer

 – Ski demand has changed from downhill to touring with closing of resorts- Ski Manufacturer

Companies making PPEs cannot keep up with demand

 – We pivoted to PPEs and can’t keep up with demand. – Composites Company

 – We have been making PPEs for decades, but now conflicting Federal regulations are making 
things difficult. We are not sure how we will meet the increased demand as things reopen. - 
100+ year old Manufacturing Supplier

 – Our consumer division has seen a 5X increase in sales with no advertising. People are track-
ing us down online and placing orders on our website. – Graphene Armored Protection Man-
ufacturer

Accounts receivables are impacting cash flow

 – Demand and production are doing great, but payments have slowed – Company providing 
composite based construction materials

 – While we have outstanding orders, our customers have asked for deliveries to delay and pay-
ments are on hold which affect payroll ability.   – Advanced automation manufacturer
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Projects have been delayed

 – Customers are delaying projects due to shutdowns – Engineering and Design Firm

Supplies, except for PPEs, typically not a problem, but there are delivery delays

 – Supplies from China and Korea are starting to pick up. – Composites Manufacturer

 – A majority of our smaller components come from Wuhan China so we have been struggling 
since January. – Composites Sporting Goods Manufacturer.

 – We can get the supplies we need for production, but there are delays in deliveries – Resin 
Manufacturer

 – We buy a majority of our supplies in bulk which has protected us thus far, especially with the 
slowing demand.  We are unsure if this goes on for a long period of time what will happen – 
Connector manufacturer

 – Outside processor (OSP) availability constraints are heavy along the east coast. There is in-
creased lead-times and increased pricing for their services. – Defense Contractor 

 – No supply shortages, but increased lead times on suppliers and higher pricing on materials 
and equipment. – Aerospace and Defense Supplier
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Introduction
In response to the changes in manufacturing industry due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Utah Ad-
vanced Materials Manufacturing Initiative, under the Small Business Administration (SBA) Regional 
Innovation Cluster (RIC) program, conducted an outreach to companies in the cluster.  Companies 
requesting information for assistance were quickly provided links to SBA loans. Companies with sup-
ply chain issues 1) if enrolled in CONNEX, were instructed on how to use the tool to find alternative 
suppliers or 2) were enrolled in CONNEX and instructed on how to find alternative sources.

The outreach was conducted during the Urgent Phase of the pandemic from April 1, through April 30, 
2020. Utah Governor Gary Herbert declared the Urgent Phase on March 16th. UAMMI team members 
conducted structured interviews using the questionnaire contained in Attachment A. 

Profile of Companies

UAMMI Cluster members consist of Utah advanced material manufacturing companies, suppliers to 
the advanced materials manufacturing companies, suppliers of machines and other products to sup-
port advanced manufacturers, advanced manufacturing methods, plus professional and production 
technical services, including:
 

o Advanced Materials include:
 – Composites
 – Carbon fiber
 – Plastics
 – Graphene & nano particles
 – Ceramics
 – Advanced fuels, i.e. hydrogen
 – Advanced metals

o Advanced Manufacturing Methods:
 – 3D printing and Additive manufacturing
 – Processes used for composites 
 – 5G applications to manufacturing
 – Plastics processes
 – Advanced processes for energy and environment
 – Professional and production services
 – Production modeling and analysis
 – Industry 4.0 technologies

o Professional and production services
 – Technical engineering consulting firms
 – Production support companies (tool makers, metal casters, machine manufacturers, auxiliary 
equipment suppliers)
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The respondents were predomi-
nantly considered manufacturers 
of advanced materials, as defined 
above. Of the respondents, 17% 
were not specifically producing 
advanced materials. An additional 
9% provided an explanation as to 
the services they provide.

All of the companies that com-
pleted the questionnaire were 
small businesses as defined by the 
SBA, i.e., employing fewer than 
500 workers. Almost half employ 
less than 10 employees and 80% 
employ less than 100. 

Virtually all of the respondent companies are SBA certified:
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Methodology

Starting March 16, 2020, UAMMI recognized that the Utah advanced materials manufacturing compa-
nies were impacted by the implication from the COVID-19 Urgent Phase guidelines implemented by 
the state and local governments. We pulled together contact information for the 147 companies from 
the CONNEX tool. We assigned individual staff members to interview companies based on previous 
relationships using the following relationships: Close, Warm, Cold. As the team members worked 
through the assigned list of companies, the Status was noted as: 0: researched 1. sent email 2. placed 
phone call 3. scheduled interview 4. completed interview

We created a field noting if the company was active or inactive, i.e. in business or out of business. In 
addition, team members noted if the company was not in advanced materials, no longer in Utah, or 
not a small business. We found that 91 were definitely in business, 11 were not small business, 9 were 
confirmed as no longer in business, 6 were not in advanced materials, 24 we were not able to reach to 
confirm, and 6 were not completed.

A questionnaire was developed using Google Forms to track answers as team members conducted 
the interviews. In addition to the questions in the Google Forms, team members provided additional 
comments in separate documents.

From April 1 through April 30, 2020, we gathered 75 completed interviews.

COVID-19 Operations Adjustments

Under the leadership of Governor Gary Herbert and 
the Utah Legislature, and with input from local gov-
ernment, the Utah Economic Response Task Force 
prepared Utah Leads Together 1.0 and 2.0 to provide 
Utah businesses and residents with clarity and specif-
ic operational changes required for a full health and 
economic recovery. 
 
Utah Leads Together 1.0 provided three stages of response to the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Utah Leads Together 2.0 provided a timeline for the three stages of economic response to the impacts 
of the COVID-19 pandemic.

  Utah Leads Together 1.0 and 2.0 can be found on www.coronavirus.utah.gov/business1

1
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Virtually all of the companies are making adjustments to operations as a result of the COVID-19 pan-
demic and under the Utah Leads Together plan. Only 3% have not implemented any changes as of 
the time of the interview. The three top initiatives include social distancing, sanitizing and disinfecting, 
and educating staff. Other adjustments include changing shift patterns and working remotely.

More than two-thirds of the respondents are receiving the information they need to assess SBA PPP 
and Disaster Loans. They are receiving the information from their banks, accountant, and organiza-
tions, including UAMMI, Governor’s Office of Economic Development (GOED), and Utah Manufactur-
ers Association.

UAMMI quickly reached out to the respondents indicating they were not receiving information on 
SBA COVID-19 programs and the GOED Bridge Loan. These respondents were provided a link to the 
UAMMI website with the resources and direct links to the SBA COVID-19 and GOED programs. In the 
Stabilization Phase, UAMMI has prioritized working with these companies.

Demand Impacts
The respondents were evenly split between not facing reductions in customer demand (47%) and fac-
ing reduced customer demand (44%), with 10% providing comments. Almost 7% are seeing increases 
in customer demand.

More than half of the respondents have not made any adjustments to production in response to 
changes in demand. But the companies facing reduced customer demand are reducing production, 
laying off workers, and even shutting down.

Customer payments have slowed and are impacting cash flow for many companies.
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Supply Impacts
Almost two-thirds of the companies are not facing reductions in supplies. Almost universally, the re-
spondents are finding reductions in cleaning supplies. Many are facing delays in deliveries and other 
uncertainties in the supply chain.

UAMMI held a webinar 
demonstrating how to 
use CONNEX, a supply 
chain database tool for 
sourcing alternative 
suppliers and a re-
source for Utah man-
ufacturers to connect 
to the national Manu-
facturers Marketplace. 
CONNEX, developed 
by UAMMI, contains 
in-depth information 
on nearly every ad-
vanced materials and manufacturing company in Utah. The online tool allows companies to better 
connect with each other and be discovered by other companies which increases their business oppor-
tunities.

Features Include:

• a portal to find companies by certification, equipment, services, location, materials etc.
• customer/supplier visualization tools
• search tool for university research 
• access to online tool at no charge for qualified Utah companies
• blacklisted supplier warnings
• materials exchange center (which includes donations of materials to schools)

More than half of the respondents requested more information on CONNEX. In the Stabilization 
Phase, UAMMI is enrolling these respondents and providing onboarding.

Cybersecurity Training
In support of the Cybersecurity programs being offered by Utah Industrial Resource Alliance (UIRA), 
UAMMI asked respondents if they were aware of the new Department of Defense requirements for 
self-certification of vendors. More than half were aware of the new requirements and one-third would 
be interested in training offered by UIRA.
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Conclusions
UAMMI Cluster Members appreciated the personal outreach by UAMMI during the Urgent Phase of 
the COVID-19 crisis. UAMMI plans to continue outreach as the Utah economy enters the Stabilization 
Phase and eventually Recovery. UAMMI will be conducting another survey with all the cluster mem-
bers at the end of the Stabilization Phase to follow up with the companies, assess their experiences 
with the SBA, and GOED emergency programs, update the current impact on customer demand, and 
further encourage use of CONNEX as a tool for supply chain management.

Many companies expressed interest, concerns, and desires for additional help from UAMMI. Some of 
the requested services include the following:

• Assistance with SBA loans and information on government programs
• On-site meetings to provide training and consulting on business operations
• Further training on CONNEX and increased access for organization usability 
• Supply chain assistance
• Partnering with other Cluster Members of the UAMMI RIC

Utah officially entered into the Recovery Phase on May 1st which has a different impact on each busi-
ness. UAMMI will continue outreach to the Cluster Members to assess impacts, on-going implications 
of COVID-19, and to provide assistance.

Additional reports will be issued to present the results of future outreach efforts.
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Attachment A: Questionnaire Answers

Please note the following data on responses to the questionnaire.

The questionnaire began with introductory questions, which provided contact information for the 
respondents. 
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The questionnaire then moved to more COVID-19 specific action questions. 
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